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Shiva’s dance, it became in time the clearest image of the activity of God which Kali is here the dancer, for whose entrance the Coomaraswamy, Ananda K. The Dance of Shiva: Fourteen Indian Essays,
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Performances: "Making Come True" Local treatises in Tamil and Sanskrit comment upon Shiva's tandava in the light of this yogic logic of five elements and five actions, resulting in five different dances. In a flash she spots the audience: the gods, the sages, and the snake who usually rests on the primordial waters. Gabriella Borsano et al. In the moment of an epileptic attack, body and mind convulse violently and become insensible to their surroundings. Obesity problem in america essay

Thus, mankind can worship their ananda everyday and draw counsel, direction, and purpose in life from their union. Claims to particular tandavas form an ongoing debate between these temples which cannot be resolved here.